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Kelio On Demand Express is an innovative, complete and scalable time management solution in SaaS mode, providing software via a Web browser.

Security
Kelio On Demand Express is installed in a highly secure data centre:
- Data encryption
- Daily data backup
- New generation of fire detection and extinguishing system
- Dual power supply
- Administration, supervision and maintenance of installations provided by Bodet Software
- Access control system to the premises.

Easy
The range of Kelio software is installed on servers in our data centre. Therefore, you will not have to worry about IT architecture as this is a feature of Kelio (for example setting up a server or database, running a backup or having security, etc.). In addition, no installation is required locally. An Internet connection is needed to access Kelio On Demand Express.

Availability
Users can connect to Kelio On Demand Express 24 hours a day, 7 days a week from any working location.

Budget control
Kelio On Demand Express is an all inclusive package with:
- The equipment
- The updates
- The software
- The customer service

There is no upfront investment. You pay monthly on a pay-per-use basis, according to the number of users.

Flexibility
Kelio On Demand Express is a flexible and scalable solution. You will benefit from a short setup time and the latest technology and functionality of Kelio.
A complete view of your workforce management

Kelio On Demand Express has all the main features for time management to manage:

- The T&A file
- Clockings and breaks
- Multiple schedules
- Absences: totals and balances
- Overtime hours and exemptions

Centralised access control management

Securing your premises easily:

- Access control by safety level and profile
- Event history
- Report of those present in case of the fire alarm is activated

An empowering and scalable solution (optional):

- Interface with more than 140 payroll software packages (SAGE, CEGID, ADP/SSI, etc.)
- Employee Self-Service offering: absence requests, validation, statements
- Analytical job costing monitoring and production control
- Centralised personal and professional data management
- Data warehouse